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What Started With the New Deal
• Has resulted in one of the most complex and largest hydroelectric systems in the world

• 55 major hydroelectric projects on the Columbia River

• International coordination treaty with Canada to share the benefits

• Part of the old central planning / coordination model

• Powered the US to exit the recession
and positioned to win WW2
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Nothing Has Changed Here
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Key Dates
• Federal Water Power Act / Federal Power Commission – 1920

• Great Depression 1929

• PUHCA – 1935

• Rural Electrification Act – 1936

• Natural Gas Act – 1938

• Atomic Energy Act - 1946

• WECC – 1967

• Energy Crisis - 1973

• Energy Reorganization Act – 1974

• Energy Policy and Conservation Act – 1975

• Department of Energy Organization Act – 1977

• PURPA, National Energy Act and WSPP – 1978
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And Even More Key Dates
• Energy Security Act – 1980

• Energy Policy Act - 1992

• FERC Mega NOPR – 1996

• Cal-PX, and RPS – 1998

• FERC Order 2000 – 1999

• Energy Crisis - 2001

• Farm Security and Rural Investment Act – 2002

• Energy Policy Act – 2005

• Great Recession / Global Financial Crisis – 2007

• Energy Independence and Security Act – 2007

• Food, Conservation, and Energy Act – 2009

• The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act – 2009

• The Clean Power Act – 2015

• COVID 2019

• The Energy Act – 2020

Missing the wars, all the state RPS ++, global initiatives, many different crisis points
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Clean and Efficient Before …
• EPA

• Before DSM

• Before high efficiency

• Before time of use

• Before the energy transition

• Still available today

• Still free

• Still renewable
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Don’t Worry Site C and RDB

• It has only been 72 years … what’s the big deal

• A built, B Built, C squashed in 82 and 89, E also shelved in 1982 (what
there is an E!!!)

• RDB started in May 2018, Its now at round 12 folks
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It’s a Matter of Perspective

• Death Valley has been cooling for 110 years - July 10,
1913, 134 degrees

• Texas is heat neutral over the past 100 years -
August 12, 1936 and June 28, 1994 – 120 degrees

• Last year Valentine Day many cities across the US
experienced the coldest day on record since 1936,
and globally the coldest since 1989

• Antarctica hit the coldest day ever recorded in 2010
at -136, and the coldest 6 months were last year

• New names for rain:
• Atmospheric river
• Tropical plume
• Tropical connection
• Moisture plume
• Water vapor surge
• Cloud band
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Question Clean or Not Clean

• Coal – before or after acid rain – before or after
scrubbers – before or after Obama

• Oil – before or after shale – before or after energy
independence – with or without security

• Natural Gas / LNG – before or after firming –
before or after shale – before or after energy transition –
before or after Ukraine

• Biomass – before or after PURPA – before or after
RPS – before or after GHG

• Nuclear – before or after Hiroshima – before or
after 3 mile – before or after Fukoshima – before or after
RPS – before or after GHG

• Wind, Solar, Batteries – before or after
lost fauna – before or after rare materials – before or after
reliability – before or after disposal
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So Interesting



The Quadruple Transition
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What We Have Now

1. In the COVID Fat tail

2. Fear of Global Warming

3. The Energy Transition

4. A US President with lower poll ratings than Trump (33% approval
and 60% disapproval) – (Trudeau in Canada 41% and 53%)

• Another big war in Europe (or proxy war)

• Euro less than USD, first time in 20 years

• Escalating energy prices – Gas > $5:00/gallon

• Escalating interest rates in an effort to stave off a big recession …
.75% Fed increase, largest since 1994 (Canada full 1%)

• Inflation 9.1% over 12 months, Roe versus Wade
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Executive Disorder

• The President’s executive order directs the federal government to
use its scale and procurement power to achieve five ambitious
goals:

1. 100 percent carbon pollution-free electricity (CFE) by 2030, at
least half of which will be locally supplied clean energy to meet
24/7 demand;

2. 100 percent zero-emission vehicle (ZEV) acquisitions by 2035,
including 100 percent zero-emission light-duty vehicle
acquisitions by 2027;

3. Net-zero emissions from federal procurement no later than
2050, including a Buy Clean policy to promote use of
construction materials with lower embodied emissions;

4. A net-zero emissions building portfolio by 2045, including a 50
percent emissions reduction by 2032; and

5. Net-zero emissions from overall federal operations by 2050,
including a 65 percent emissions reduction by 2030.
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Our Esteemed Panelist Concur

Mid C Speaker Panel, the night before at Joe’s Log Cabin
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The Doug and Bill Show

• Its been the Doug Frazier and Bill
Dearing show since deregulation

• Its been 25 dog darn years

• Bill says, I think I ought to just go on
vacation

• Doug says I am just about as done with
this as I am with my old mule

• I am emptying the Mid-C storage locker
and the old stuff is for sale up at the
front

• That said, we are super happy to have
such great support … one of the best
attended Mid-C Seminars in a long
time

The Hosts With the Most

It's time to play the music
It's time to light the lights
It's time to meet the Speakers on of the Mid-C right

It's time to put on slides
It's time to adress the mic
It's time to raise the curtains on the Mid-C Show right

Why do we always come here
I guess we'll never know
It's like a kind of torture
To have to watch the Mid-C show
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Its My Birthday and I am Going to …
• Well, we all now know that its Jessica’s birthday, and she needs progressives … its

my birthday tomorrow and I had the laser surgery

• Shell is the 4th largest oil and gas company … and they want to move down

• Its fantastic, fantastic, fantastic and challenging, challenging, challenging

• In the Northwest we take pride in meeting demand with real physical energy

• Keep in mind that it’s a seller’s market, so buyers better be nice

• We send out armed agents to landowners to get the message out … if you get
what I mean … lots of shoe leather

• It’s a tough job, so marketing is super busy sending out leaflets

• By the way, none of us are transmission experts

• We are not really considering capacity

• I don’t have an answer to that question, but if I did I probably not tell you!!!

• It’s the first time we have been in a market of rising costs???

• Reengineering the total automobile industry … its global and we will get lithium
from the Magic Kingdom because China is bad

Renewable Energy Update

• Jessica Johnson, Shell
• Mike Ashley, Apya Powe
• Sean Yovan, Innergex
• Ricky Davis, Clearway
• Scott Kringen, Avangrid

Renewables

• The happiest panel ever
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The REC at the WECC
• Yesterday at the Ohme Gardens Claire said I am catching the noon train, so do

your best, I won’t be their to listen

• Washington Cap and Trade … it covers everybody and is a lift and paste from
California and Quebec

• Same consultants, just paying for it 3 times

• We are only 6 months away … but don’t worry, its probably not going to
happen … they are overwhelmed (putting it politely … less politely … up sh&t
creek)

• Public entities and intensive users get it for free, the rest of you are going to
pay, pay, pay

• BPA gets to choose their status

• Will this have a negative impact on the Washington market … chasing some
participants away

• Hopefully its price in already given the loss in liquidity and it does not get
worse

• Not to confuse matters \ but lets introduce a wheel through product too

• Regulatory induced windfall … question left hanging

Update on Carbon and Energy Markets / WECC

• Clare Breidenich, Aciem
Consulting and Western
Power Trading Forum

• Damian Irizarry, Uniper
Global Commodities
North America
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Right Down the Line … Or Not
• 'Cause you believed in me through my darkest night
• Takes only 15 minutes to talk everything transmission in the west

• Something is getting built, I promise maybe … in Idaho and Wyoming to tap
into Mid C Power … elsewhere … ummm not

• One good thing about Biden … the infrastructure bill … but it is a tiny tiny
fraction of the money needed to build the transmission

• There is money in the financial markets … but those environmental justice
peeps are in the way … real issues in the existing corridors

• So between no greenfield and no existing corridors means no new
siting or permitting happening in our lifetime (12 plus years)

• We are not going to meet 2035 obligations unless we move now … but
crunch time will keep the projects at bay

• Chairman’s time is up; his confirmation is deadlocked … end the NOPR

• EIM sucking up liquidity … and organized markets leaking out of California

• ISO has aspirational timelines for getting things done this year … stress on
aspirational

• BPA is hitting up to the debt cap … need money

Transmission

• Malcolm McLellan, Esq.,
Van Ness Feldman, LLP

• Only lawyers have Esquire
after their name, just
saying … he apologized for
the profession
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Renewable Power … Who Needs a Grid

• David was particularly concise in his use of language

• Transmission planning is not working and we will not meet our goals regionally or
nationally the way we are doing things

• BPA issued a Cluster F*%$ study and it is really just 95 pages of (fill in the blank)

• 3 pages are useful and 92 pages are overwhelmed

• 1,000’s of Megawatts in the study and it will swamp the boat

• Electrolysers and off-grid systems … all new industries
• Fertilizers
• Data centers (but not in Quincy)

• Hydrogen and pipelines may displace diesel if only MS++ displace farmers

• Don’t need grid reliability, just reliability … so take them off the evening ramp
and save the west

• Transportation does not pencil-in economically nicely at this time … battery and
fuel cells will be the best thing depending on the situation

• Loves electric cars … but has range anxiety … so rented a car to get to
Wenatachee

• David W. Brown, Obsidian
Renewables,

Large Scale Renewables Off-Grid
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Don’t Ask Me No Questions
• Well I really wanted to talk about the treaty

• Cause it has been so slow and opaque, really

• Well every time that I come home nobody wants to let me be

• Seems that all the friends I got just got to come interrogate me

• Well I appreciate your feelings and I don't want to pass you by

• But I don't ask you about your business don't ask me about mine

• Well the state department has taken over and locked out the companies

• Its like a dank, dark, bottomless hole with no ladder for escapees

• Well the Canadian side has been a ray of sunshine and hope

• The process is clearly laid out, the objectives well stated and dope

Bill’s Mid C and Treaty Update

• Bill Dearing, Mid-C
Seminar
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The Chair Presides
• Lots going on in the energy world in the west and here at FERC … we are very

busy and working hard (please pass this on to Congress and state regulators

• We need a lot more transmission and money … so we are issuing rulings to
improve the planning process

• We kind of know where the generation is going and kind of what the mix will be
and kind of how we might move it … kind of like that

• We are going to keep passing the baton till some unlucky soul pays for it

• The northwest and the west generally is neither adequate or reliable

• Need interconnection reform as the lines in the ques are getting longer and
longer … we will fine transmission providers for being slow and fines on
developers with ‘fake’ projects … yes this is the regulatory stick

• On the carrot side … how do we adequately compensate the nice people with
‘real’ projects

• PURPA over time is not critical in areas served by RTOs … in no RTO areas watch
out … so put in an RTO and avoid having to give easy access to small IPPs

• Capacity markets are controversial, have so many issues and litigation, and they
actually don’t work … anyways, local regulated utilities do it fine the old way

Overview of the Changing Industry

• Richard Glick, Federal
Energy Regulatory
Commission
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Money, Money, Money … Its So Funny
• I work all night, I work all day to pay the power bills I have to pay

• Ain’t it sad

• Bottom line its 4 year cycles and in the next 3 years see cryto baae load
going from 1% of total market capacity in a region to 5%

• Mind you as right as he may have been, he did say that anyone that
remembers me from 4 years ago will remember that I said “anyone who
thinks they have the crypto field figured out is full of crap” AGREED

• Bottom line is something bad is going to happen

• In my view … crypto behavior is contrary to certain social expectations like
greening … heavy power utilization, heavy rare resource utilization, absent
meaningful regulation … could contribute to the bad s&*% happening

Crypto Loads and Trends

• Malachi Salcido, Salcido
Enterprise
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Change, Change, Cha-in-ge
• Change, Change, Cha-in-ge

The Change of fools (oh)

• One of these mornings, the chain is gonna break
But up until the day, I'm gonna take all I can take, oh, hey

• Difficult panel as it is one of the hard times of the day, after breakfast, before
lunch, after lunch, before dinner … you get it, its tough to be a presenter

• We will try hard not to bore you with this old stale stuff

• Pick your market, pick your product, pick your structure or pick them all

• So many options so many things to work out: EIM, EDAM, WEIS, TSP, EPS, WRAP
…

• Three speakers 100’s of discrete speaking points each a tiny link in the chain of
changes need to maybe make the market roll outs work

• We want efficiency in design and avoid pancake hurdle rates

• But nobody really likes our approaches because we actually don’t do the capacity
calculation or pay anybody … might look at this again

• SPP RTO and WRAP going to smash into WECC/WSPP … yes, they totally want to

New Markets and Options

• Greg Cook, Western
Regional Adequacy
Program

• Steven Johnson,
Southwest Power Pool

• Rebecca Sexton, Western
Power Pool
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Under Pressure
• Our little market in ERCOT is hurting, so I am going to talk about Mid-Cand the

west instead

• It's the terror of knowing what this RPS and EIM world is about

• Watching some good analysts screaming

• "Let me out“

• At the end of that day its all about S&P data that we report on … like the Mid-C
index that you settle on

• Love the fact that the rain preserved the snowpack ... could be great for CAISO …
sorry about all the mosquitos

• Also, good on you that the gas you won’t need for thermal generation can be
used in California … there ain’t no global warming

• And if CAISO does not need the NG, it can go to Europe and Asia, just like our
excess coal and oil ... there ain’t no US commitment to GHG reduction (can’t
remember if we are in or out of the Paris Climate Accord)

Power Markets Update

• Amy Gasca, S&P Global
• Grace Parker, S&P Global
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The Troops Are Not in Concert
• The boys in the bright white sports car

• Waving their arms in the air

• Who do they think they are?

• Stinky smelly high paid fast peaking units sitting outside the market really don’t
incite new green resources … well yeah green resources are not fast peaking

• No longer have a real marginal price of demand … of course this depends on how
you define marginal price … remember the California Market Crisis?

• FERC almost issued a NOPR, then … ???

• Unhappy that in the bilateral market that gas peakers are overpriced

• Seems like the idea that open markets alongside regulated markets is the way to
reach green targets still exists ... Not working in transmission as we have heard,
why will it work in power

• Not sure if the objective is to receive the highest price possible for every MW as
opposed to the lowest possible price to consumers

• Batteries that don’t get to compete with peakers lose $20/MW (not sure I get it)

• Seems like these boys are making a fast pitch for central planning as opposed to
market dispatch

Fast Start Pricing

• Michael Linn, Public
Power Council

• Mark Holman, Powerex
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Singin’ in the Atmospheric River
• I'm singing in the tropical plume

• Just singing in the water vapor surge

• I'm singin' and dancin' in the Cloud band

• Basically, its hot, its cold, it rains, it doesn’t … satellites predict rain and
satellites help to guide missiles (not talking about the technology being lent
to Ukraine … those were after the fact shots)

• Drought is maybe coming, maybe its not … but that is the news on the street
… although not completely inline with the talk or preserving the snowpack

• Weak La Nina into the winter … at this point in July for the next winter it’s
the best they can do … maybe don’t count on it

War and Weather and War on the Weather

• Chris Hyde, Maxar
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Goodbye Everybodeeeeee
• From your reactions its clear you agree with my every sentiment

• Thank you so much

• We appreciate the opportunity to be here with you and support the Mid-C
Seminar

• Look forward to seeing you all here next year

End of the Wrap-Up

• Aiman El-Ramly, Chief
Business Officer, ZE
PowerGroup Inc


